Redstone Agency
Case Study
How Comwave Business Solutions implemented a Call Centre solution
that scaled to meet the needs of Redstone’s rapid multi-client growth.

At a glance
Redstone is proud to be one of Canada’s
most innovative and strategic event and
association management companies. They
are a team of highly-skilled professionals with
expertise in many different fields, all
providing value to the event and association

CHALLENGES
In the early stages of development, Redstone utilized Comwave’s
Hosted PBX platform to provide inbound and outbound voice services
to their clients. As the company started to experience exponential
growth, Redstone required the additional features and functionality
of a full-on Call Centre solution.
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It was critical for Redstone to have a solution that scaled quickly as
new staff was added to support multiple new clients. Staff may be
assigned to a number of different clients and must be able to greet
callers according to each individual client along with the proper callerID for outbound calling.

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
Scale In Tandem With Rapid Growth

Rapid Scalability
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It was essential in the early development phase to have a
solution that would provide the necessary features
without a substantial early phase financial commitment
and scale in functionally as the business grew.

Flexibility
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The ability to assign multiple staff to different client
queues to provide personalized service to the unique
requirements of each individual client.
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Redstone required a voice solution that provides the
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highest call quality, reliability and uptime to ensure their
client events and association management services are
“always on, always available”.
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Evolution From
Hosted PBX to a Fully
Featured Call Center
Comwave Business provided Redstone Agency in the
start-up phase with an ideal, scalable voice platform
without having to incur any capital costs. As the
business began to grow and requirements became
more complex, Comwave Business provided
enhanced technology by implementing Call Centre
technology which paired with the existing Hosted
platform. Together, this provides Redstone Agency
with a reliable, flexible solution allowing customized,
individual services to their customers.
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At the onset, Comwave Business was able to provide a hosted
phone system utilizing an Operational Expense (OPEX) model
versus having to make a significant hardware investment upfront
(CAPEX). Over time, as new Team members were added and the
business experienced rapid growth, Comwave migrated the hosted
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system over to a fully-featured Call Centre solution. This provided
enhanced features, functionality, and analytics to streamline
processes and improve staff productivity and efficiency, along with
an optimal customer experience.

